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Abstract

Peer assessment is an indispensable part in classroom assessment and it serves as a very useful way of promoting learning. However, different ways of peer grouping may influence the validity of peer assessment. This study analyzes the quality and quantity of feedback, adoption rate of feedback as well as scores of students’ original drafts and the revised versions. It finds that all ways of grouping can promote learning but the degree of validity varies among groups. Besides, accuracy and adoption rate are high in students’ feedback, which means peer feedback is effective to a great extent. Among all the ways of grouping, homogeneous grouping i.e. pairing students with the same or similar language proficiency level can archive more significant promotion in learning. In general, students hold a positive view towards the validity of peer assessment.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Research Background

Recently, the Ministry of Education of China is actively promoting the establishment of China’s Standards of English Language Ability (CSE) and a foreign language proficiency assessment system, which aims at facilitating both formative assessment and summative assessment.

Writing, as one of four basic skills for ESL/EFL students, has become one of the most important research field facilitating the establishment of assessment system. Many scholars probe into what kind of assessment methods would be beneficial for improving students’ writing competence. In previous studies, the assessment methods applied to writing mainly had three strands, namely teacher assessment, self-assessment and peer assessment. Among these assessment, teacher assessment is regarded as the most conventional way to give feedback on students’ writing, but it features some weaknesses - long time spent on revising students’ writings, no immediate feedback from teachers and response from students, difficulty in expressing their ideas under the authority of teachers and so on. Self-assessment is regarded as the most flexible method, but it seems hard for students to revise their own writings due to the limit of their language proficiency.

As a common method of formative assessment, peer assessment has attracted wide attention at home and abroad. Many studies have focused on exploring the application of peer assessment and demonstrating the benefits that learners can get from peer assessment (Li, 2014). However, there also exist some drawbacks on applying peer feedback on writing. Some students are poor at writing and unable to give accurate and sufficient feedback to their peers. Besides, compared with teacher feedback, peer feedback is questioned in terms of the effectiveness. Therefore, there is a need to investigate an optimal model of peer feedback. Few studies, however, have explored which types of peer assessment grouping are more likely to promote learning. Therefore, this study aims to explore the effectiveness of different groupings in peer assessment so as to construct an optimal peer assessment model.

1.2 Literature Review

Peer assessment is a way of collaborative learning, in which two or more students form a learning group to help each other with their learning (Li & Ke, 2013). When conducting peer assessment, students give feedback and suggestions on their peers’ work and discuss the difficulty they encounter during the process of the learning. Peer assessment is theoretically underpinned by the Zone of Proximal Development, which proposes that there is a “distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem-solving ability and the
level of potential development as determined through problem-solving ability under adults’ guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). Therefore, within learners’ potential area of development, learning can happen with peers’ collaboration or scaffolding of more capable guiders (Ma, 2005; Ma, 2012). It reviews the effectiveness of peer assessment for learning and it also suggests that peer collaboration can promote students’ learning enthusiasm.

Research on formative assessment has been few in China. Most of the studies discuss the construction of a theoretical framework and the feasibility of formative evaluation (Li & Zeng, 2008; Wang & Zhen, 2008; Li, 2012; Yang & Wen, 2013; Li, 2014). Only in the past decade, empirical research on formative assessment has increased, mostly on its application in college English courses (Wen, 2011; Yang & Wen, 2014a; Yang & Wen, 2014b; Li, 2010; Zhao, 2016). Mixed research methods combining teacher evaluation, self-assessment, peer review, writing portfolio, etc. are usually applied to classroom assessment. Therefore, the experimental results can hardly show which method is effective or not. As a result, the studies on different types of formative assessment have aroused more interest.

As a supplement to teacher evaluation, peer assessment adds new vitality to autonomous learning. Most of the research on peer assessment focused on writing ability, oral teaching, students’ attitudes, etc., while only a few research consider different groupings in peer assessment and provide an explanation about how they group learners and why (Cai, 2011). For example, there are studies dividing students into high-level and low-level groups to examine the effectiveness of peer-to-peer evaluation but did not explain why they group learners in this way (Shen, 2013). Some studies have shown that students’ different levels have an impact on the effectiveness of self-assessment or peer assessment. It is also found that peer assessment has a positive effect only on learners with high language proficiency but not on those with low proficiency (Liu, 2002; Sun & Li, 2015). That is to say, students with low proficiency level possibly cannot provide an effective assessment to their peer. Therefore, there might be a threshold of language proficiency for peer assessment to be effective which is suggested to be B1 and above (Cai, 2011).

In summary, there are studies showing that peer assessment is effective for students with a certain proficiency level but the validity of peer assessment varies with peers’ proficiency. Students with high proficiency level may benefit a lot from peer assessment but those less proficient students do not. So it leads to a question, if different grouping methods will affect the validity of peer assessment, and if, in one peer group, students with different proficiency levels will benefit from peer assessment to a different degree. In order to maximize the validity of peer assessment, there is a need to investigate which grouping method is more effective. Therefore, this study will investigate if different ways of peer groupings have different effects on peer assessment. If yes, which grouping method is more effective.

2. Method

This study aims at investigating the effect that different methods of peer grouping have on peer assessment. To this end, the study will examine the validity of three methods of peer grouping (i.e. high-low, high-high, low-low). Meanwhile, this study will try to justify the necessity of proper peer groupings in learning and teaching.

2.1 Research Questions

Peer assessment in the classroom usually takes the form of group discussion. In natural classes, students’ language proficiency varies. Therefore, the random grouping will possibly have the following combinations: groups with only learners of high proficiency levels (hereafter, HH group), groups with only learners of low proficiency level (hereafter, LL groups) and groups with both high and low levels (HL groups). This study tries to investigate the validity of different ways of grouping in peer assessment.

To be specific, this study aims to answer the following questions:

Firstly, how do different ways of grouping influence writing improvement of the college students?

Secondly, what are the differences in feedback quality among different peer groups in terms of the adoption rate and accuracy rate?

Thirdly, how do the Chinese college learners perceive different ways of grouping in peer assessment?

2.2 Participants

The participants in this study are 24 college students majoring in English including 7 undergraduates (with lower language proficiency level) and 17 first-year postgraduates (with higher language proficiency level). They have learned English for 12 years on average, with 10.5 years among undergraduate students and 13.5 years among postgraduate students. They are all willing and voluntary to participate actively in this study. They were assigned
to four kinds of groups, including LL, HL, HH groups. That is to say, two undergraduates randomly constituted an LL group, and two postgraduates formed a HH group. A postgraduate student and an undergraduate formed a HL group.

2.3 Research Design

This study collects both quantitative and qualitative data to investigate the validity of peer assessment. Participants first received training on how to conduct peer assessment and practice it. First, the researchers gave a lecture on how to use the checklist to give feedback. The checklist consists of rating criteria on three aspects: language, structure and content. The training provided a well-written essay for every participant and a feedback example sheet for them to read. After that, participants were encouraged to rate the given essays and provide feedback. To produce effective feedback, the participants were asked to not only give their views on the three aspects of essays but also their reasons and suggestions on revision.

After that, all participants wrote an essay on the given topic Majoring in humanities or science? and handed it in anonymously. The researchers assigned the essays to the paired anonymous raters. The purpose of anonymity is to eliminate raters’ subjective feelings towards their friends or more proficient participants. Then the participants evaluated the essay based on the checklist (rating criteria focusing on language, structure and content) prepared by the researcher, and gave written feedback.

After the assessment, the essays were given back to the authors. The authors checked each piece of feedback and decided whether they agree with, disagree with or do not understand the feedback. The researchers will calculate the accuracy/correctness rate and the adoption rate of the feedback.

Then the authors revised their writings according to the peer feedback and handed in both the original draft and the final version. The researchers will compare the scores of the two versions to see if there is improvement after peer assessment. Finally, all participants filled in a questionnaire about their perceptions on peer feedback and the validity of peer assessment.

The researchers transcribed all the writings into e-versions on the computer and rated them using online writing automatic grading system (http://writing.bingoenglish.com/www/index.php/welcome). This grading system was developed by experts from Zhejiang University and a company specializing in artificial intelligence. The rating is fast, and it can ensure the consistency and reliability of rating. This system is free online and it is widely used in China.

Then the researchers calculated the quantity, accuracy rate and adoption rate of the feedback in each essay as well as scores of the pre-revised and post-revised essays for data analysis.

3. Results

3.1 Scores of the Original Drafts and the Revised Versions

Descriptive statistical analysis was conducted to scores of the first and the revised draft. The results show that the average score of the revised draft is significantly higher than that of the first draft, which indicates an improvement in the quality of students’ writings.

A paired sample t-test analysis (see Table 1) further evidences that the average score of the first and the revised draft is significantly different (df=23, p=.002<.05), which also reveals a significant improvement in the quality of students’ writing between the two drafts.

Table 1 Scores of the two drafts and results of the paired sample t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grouping</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average score of W1</th>
<th>Average score of W2</th>
<th>W2-W1</th>
<th>Sig(two-way)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>68.55</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69.94</td>
<td>70.34</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>70.60</td>
<td>72.04</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>74.00</td>
<td>77.01</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>71.57</td>
<td>73.88</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. HL and LH are the same group. But here, HL means students with higher proficiency (with a partner of lower proficiency); likewise, LH means students with lower proficiency (with a partner of higher proficiency).

In this sense, peer assessment is effective in terms of improving students’ writing quality regardless of the
difference in the method of grouping. The difference of the average score shows that the writing quality improved most significantly in LL groups, followed by HH groups and relatively less significantly in the HL groups. One possible explanation is that students of the same language proficiency level may be able to provide feedback that is more understandable to their peers to facilitate learning. The increase of scores is small among lower proficient students in LH group. It is found that most feedback they received are correct but they refused to adopt those suggestions. It might be caused by the difficulty in comprehending the feedback beyond their competence. Apart from this, having a comparison between LH and HL groups, the improvement in scores of HL group increase more than LH group, which suggests that it seems easier for high-level students to understand and accept the feedback from low-level students while low-level students would lack the ability to judge the accuracy of the feedback from high-level students. Meanwhile, lacking relative knowledge in grammar, content and structure of low-level students, they were apt to provide high-level students with some simple and micro-level revising suggestions, mainly some grammatical errors. On the contrary, high-level students were inclined to give a comprehensive feedback (macro-level revision suggestions) on low-level students, including the unity, development, cohesion and coherence, structure, mechanism, wording.

3.2 Effectiveness of the Peer Feedback

As for the proportion of different types of feedback (focusing on language, structure or content), the low-level students pay more attention to language (68.18%) while the high-level students focus more on content and structure.

Accuracy rate and adoption rate of feedback are generally high among all the groups. In HL groups, accuracy rate and adoption rate are the lowest (83.75%, 58.58%), which reflects that the low-level students make more mistakes when they try to give feedback to the high-level students, while the high-level students can distinguish the feedback errors so as not to adopt the feedback. In high-level groups, the accuracy rate is high (95.40%), but the adoption rate is only 74.18%, which indicates that the high-level students were relatively more cautious when they receive feedback. In addition, Table 2 below shows that the feedback in LL group mainly concerns language (68.18%) and less deals with structure (18.12%) and content (13.64%). While HH groups pay comparatively more attention to content (26.63%) and structure (26.63%), meaning that compared with low-level students, high-level students would pay more attention to macro-level problems of writing and give high-level revising suggestions to peers.

In terms of the effectiveness of feedback, all the four grouping methods have presented a high accuracy rate and adoption rate, though the adoption rate of HL groups is comparatively low.

Table 2. Descriptive data of the peer feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>content</th>
<th>language</th>
<th>accuracy rate</th>
<th>adoption rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
<td>13.64%</td>
<td>68.18%</td>
<td>96.43%</td>
<td>83.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>19.15%</td>
<td>27.66%</td>
<td>53.19%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td>82.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>54.55%</td>
<td>83.75%</td>
<td>58.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>26.63%</td>
<td>26.63%</td>
<td>46.63%</td>
<td>95.40%</td>
<td>74.18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. accuracy rate=the number of accurate feedback/the number of all feedback; adoption rate=the number of feedback adopted/the number of all feedback.

3.3 Students’ Perceptions on Peer Feedback

The questionnaire is composed of 5-point Likert-scale items on the effectiveness of feedback given to and received from peers. The response ranges from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (5). Reliability of the questionnaire is high (Cronbach alpha=.937). The average point of item responses is over 3.5, and the mean of total score is 3.79, which shows that students have positive views on peer assessment. Results of different groups show that the average score of low-level students' responses is higher than that of high-level students, reflecting that peer assessment is more desirable among low-level students.
Table 3. Results of the questionnaire survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grouping</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>Cronbach α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>.937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

To sum up, this study may draw the following conclusions: 1) Different combinations of grouping are all valid in peer assessment, but the validity varies. In this study, learners can improve their writings through peer feedback, especially for those groups of the same or similar proficiency level. This finding could be explained by the Zone of Proximal Development theory, which proposes that learners can acquire potential knowledge with assistance. But for those knowledge ways beyond learners’ ability, it is possible that learners may feel hard to understand even with peer’s assistance; 2) There is a high accuracy rate in students’ feedback, but the accuracy rate and adoption rate of lower proficiency students in HL groups is relatively low, which means peer assessment in HL groups have a lower validity than in the other two grouping combination; 3) Students hold a positive view towards peer assessment and most of them believe peer feedback is helpful in promoting learning. It also shows that peer assessment is more popular among students with lower proficiency level.

The results of the study may shed some light on language teaching. In the classroom, teachers are encouraged to make the most of peer assessment to promote autonomous learning, especially in college. It could be seen that college students have the ability to provide effective assistance to their peers and they are willing to do peer assessment in the classroom. Peer assessment may allow students to take an active role in collaborative learning. Besides, when there are problems that cannot be tackled among peers, teachers could quickly recognize the main problems and provide effective guidance in learning. When conducting peer activity, one suggestion is that teachers could assign students with similar proficiency level into one group to achieve a better validity in peer assessment, for it will be much easier for students to acquire the knowledge that is within their potential developmental zone.

In all, this study tries to explore the effect of different groupings in peer assessment and it is found that different effect exists and that assigning students with similar proficiency level into one group can achieve a better validity in peer assessment. However, due to practical reasons, this study did not conduct in-depth interviews to investigate students’ views on giving and receiving feedback. Future research might try to provide more empirical evidence to investigate peer assessment from learners’ perspectives. Besides, this study investigates peer grouping in pairs. More research may be needed to examine the effectiveness of learning group of three and more.
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